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Assailants Strike Near GU

Massacre in Gaston

Georgetown Students Report
Mugging 1 Block from Campus

Police Search Northwest
For Suspect in 4 Rapes
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By Sabrina Cellarosi
HOYA Staff Writer

By Amy Lundy
HOYA Staff Writer

A female student returning to campus with her friend early
Saturday morning was mugged in the the 3600 block of

D.C. Metro Police are searching for a man who is believed
to have committed four rapes in upper northwest
Washington within the last year and a half.
According to Daniel Straub, a spokesperson for the police
department, a man armed with a knife raped a woman Jan.
26 who lives in the 4500 block of MacArthur Blvd. at
approximately 3:45 a.m.
Straub said the women in the four incidents have described

Prospect St., around the corner from the Tombs and 1789.

Sue Schroeder (CAS *94) said she was mugged at 12:10 a.m.
as she and a friend, Terri Maxon (CAS ’94), were walking
toward the intersection of 36th and Prospect streets. Two
men, walking away from campus on Prospect, approached
them. One of the men grabbed Schroeder near her shoulders,
pulled her purse strap until it broke and then ran off, according
to Schroeder and Maxon.
According to Walt Ferguson, a spokesperson for D.C. Metro
Police, there are no suspects in the mugging. A similar
mugging also occurred at 11 p.m. on Prospect, according to
Ferguson.

:

Immediately after the student was mugged, the two fresh
men ran toward the entrance of the Tombs, where people were
near the door of the restaurant. According to Maxon, no one
offcred to help them as they ran past the line of restaurants
across from Walsh.
“I shouted, ‘I was just mugged,’ Schroeder said, but no one
came to their aid. The apathy of the bystanders, Schroeder
said, “[was] almost worse than the mugging.”
Chris Dyer (SLL ’93), a valet for 1789, the restaurant above
the Tombs, said he heard shrieks coming from around the
corner and 20 seconds later, he saw two girls run by on the
opposite side of the street, shouting that a purse had been
stolen. “No one made a serious effort to try to help them,”
Dyer said.
Dyer said he felt that there was not much people could do
because the girls ran by so quickly. “Since the girls got away
safely, I don’t think it would be a good idea for gang of guys

Kevin Haggard/THE HOYA
David Fitzgerald (CAS 91) and the Chimes sing at the Cherry Tree Massacre Friday night in Gaston Hall.

Everyman’s War?
Forum Discusses Draft Policy

to go hunt for the purse-snatchers,” he said.

Sean Maloney (SBA ’93), another valet at 1789, said he
heard a girl yell from a distance but did not realize someone
was being mugged.

By Angeli Airan
Special to The HOYA
The recent deaths of 11 Marines in ground fighting in the
Middle East have prompted many Americans to wonder just
how long U.S. volunteer armed forces can hold out against
Iraq. The President has warned the country that the war will
not be a short one, and many people, especially college
students, are wondering if there will be a draft.
“We’ve received thousands of inquiries since the Iraqi
invasion of Kuwait on Aug.

2,” said Barbi Richardson,

a

spokesperson for the Selective Service System. “Parents,
young men, girlfriends, brothers and sisters want to know
what will happen next.”
If Congress does authorize a draft, the Selective Service
System would be required to come up with the manpower that

Steven Hockensmith, director of post-

Britain Detains 35 Iraqi Students
By Matt Stevens
HOYA Staff Writer

The detention last month of 35 Iraqi
students in Great Britain with alleged
ties to Saddam’s military has caused
concern whether Iraqi students could
face the same fate here.
In late January, the British government arrested two members of the Iraqi
military who had been studying in the
United Kingdom on an exchange program. British officials also arrested 33
other Iraqi students; all 35 have been
detained as prisoners of war, according
to a spokesperson at the British Ministry
of Defense in London.
According to a spokesperson at the

British embassy in Washington, the
detainees were suspected of maintaining
secret contact with their nation’s armed

other Iraqis. Rosemary Waugh,
spokesperson for the nonmilitary Home

forces. The spokesperson, however, said

security in Great Britain, said her agency
was holding 44 Iraqis and 6 other people
from the Middle East for “reasons of
national security.” Waugh said that one
of the reasons for the detention included
affiliation with terrorist organizations.
According to Waugh, most of the 50
detainees were arrested since the beginning of the war and are now submitting
appeals to avert their detention.
Since September, the British government has taken action against 162 Iraqi
nationals and 12 Palestinians from different countries, including review of
Sce DETENTION, p. 3

she could not comment on the nature of
the contact.

The Iraqi students are being held at the
British Army’s Rollestone Camp near
Salisbury and are being treated as
prisoners of war under terms set by the
Fourth Geneva Convention, the British

defence spokesperson said. The convention

sets

minimum

standards

for the

humane treatment of prisoners of war.
In addition to students being held by
the British military, British officials
have also detained Palestinians from
Jordan, Yemen and Lebanon as well as
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To Investigate Stanford
HOYA Staff Writer
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Former Georgetown President
Timothy Healy, SJ, was appointed to a
special panel Jan. 23 that will investigate
the alleged misuse of federal funds by
officials at Stanford University.
The appointment of the five-member
panel is part of a plan introduced by
Stanford President Donald Kennedy to
maintain Stanford’s credibility amid
federal inquiries into the university’s
finances, according to Richard
Kurovsky, director of Stanford University relations.
Stanford’s finances were initially
scrutinized after the expenses for a
university-owned yacht had been included on a bill for overhead research
costs. Kurovsky said the incident was
“clearly an error on [Stanford’s] part,”
adding that the money was returned in
November.

I-

Since then, several of Stanford’s finan-

1€

ces have come under scrutiny. Bills from
Hoover House,
the university

president’s residence, have received
media attention, including a $4,000
charge for “edible art.” Kurovsky said
members of the press had taken the
$4,000 charge out of context, and
“Edible Art” was the name of a caterer
that provided food for a fundraiser.
In addition to the private panel, the
university has hired the accounting firm
of Arthur Andersen and Co. and has
withdrawn requests for research grant
money that totals approximately
$500,000.
Healy is joined on the panel by Adm.
Bobby Ray Inman, former director of
the National Security Agency and chief
executive of Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corporation and
Joseph E. Connor,
chair of Price
Waterhouse World Firm and president
of the International Chamber of Commerce. The two remaining spots on the
panel have not yet been filled.
The panel, which will meet for the first
time in two weeks, will investigate the
alleged

abuses

and

will

advise

See HEALY, p. 3

next year.

The decrease in work-study positions
at Hoya

Station,

however,

would

not

affect the overall number of work-study
jobs on campus, according to Joseph
Burkhart, acting director of financial
aid. Burkhart

said

that because

work

INSIDE

Healy Joins Committee
By Lisa Abbatiello

domestic

Ken-

Georgetown

has a new

associate

librarian and 10 new members on the
Baord of Directors.

News, p. 3

modus operandi,” Straub said.

He added that students should also exercise caution on
campus. “If students notice unlocked doors, they should
bring it to the attention of campus police right away.”
Police are offering a $1,000 reward to anyone who
produces information that leads to the arrest and conviction
of the attacker.

high,

and

as a result,

the number

of

work-study jobs on campus would always increase.
Other improvements Hockensmith
said he wanted to implement included
computerizing the arrival of express
mail packages and other items for which
students must sign. Hockensmith said a
separate counter for these items could be

designated at Hoya Station to shorten
the time students must wait in line.
Hockensmith said he was spcaking
with U.S. Postal Service authorities to
negotiate the implementation of a “zipplus-four” system at Georgetown. Each
dormitory and apartment would have its
own four-digit code in addition to the
current zip code, allowing federal postal
workers to sort mail according to
residence.
Hockensmith said he was also in the
process of accepting bids from three
manufacturers for the installation of
hundreds of new mailboxes on campus.
Eventually,

he said, he hoped

all stu

dents would have their own box.
Hockensmith said his long-term goals
included the consolidation of student
mail services into one location on campus. This location, which the director

Michelle Syufy/THE HOYA

Postal Director Steven Hockensmith

promises to expedite mail delivery.
has termed a Postal Services Support
Center, would

house

all student mail-

boxes and outgoing bulk mail service.
Hockensmith said that a central location would allow students to retain the

same mailbox for four years and provide
students with access to their mail over
vacations.

Dance Companies Press
For On-Campus Studio
Groups Seek to Move out of Yates Rooms

Sue Schroeder recollects a night
where she lost both her purse and her faith in the GU community.
Viepoint, p. 3

said caused problems for Georgetown’s
dancers. “Yates is an overhead facility
which must make its money through
After two years of failed attempts to fees,” Lignelli said. “Clubs that don’t
pay fees, like dance, are given a lower
find a home for Georgetown’s dance
priority to accommodate Yates’
companies, the Office of Performing
Arts and the Office of Student Affairs schedule.”
are considering a proposal to convert the Tammee Thompson (CAS 91), direcNew South Faculty Lounge into a full- tor of Black Movements Dance Theatre,
time dance studio.
said the floor at Yates was not conducive
Members of two dance groups, GU
to dancing because it was made of cement.
Dance Company and Black Movements
Dance Theatre, have distributed surveys
“We have always wanted a new floor
to all students and faculty in the hopes
put down in the dance room [at Yates]
because people are getting back, foot,
of assessing the need for a dancing
facility, according to Ron Lignelli,
knee and other serious injuries dancing
director of performing arts.
on a concrete floor,” said Alexa Diegel
Although survey results are not ex- (SES ’93), amember of GU Dance Compected for several weeks, Lignelli said pany. “If you fall, it could be serious.”
Miya Hisaka, who oversees all of
meetings with students and administrators from the Office of Student
Georgetown’s dance programs, said that
Affairs have demonstrated a strong in- in addition to scheduling frustrations
terest in a campus studio.
and injurics at Yates, a new studio was
Dance groups have until now pracnecessary because poor facilities
ticed at Yates Field House, which many
See DANCE, p. 3
By Anne Pierson and Anne Gillespie
HOYA Staff Writers

If you suffer from acute coryza (the
common cold), check out The HOYA
top 5 cold rememdies.
Features, p. 6
In times of war and recession, Charles Carlton plays the blues at The
Saloon on M St.
Features, p. 8
The women’s basketball team ended
a three-game winning streak Saturday
against UConn.
Sports, p. 10

MacArthur Blvd. at about 4 a.m.
Straub said that because many Georgetown students lived
in the vicinity of the attacks, they should avoid walking
alone and should lock their doors and windows.
According to Straub, the attacker could change his pattern
of behavior and attack women on the street or attack at a
different time of day. “Even though it appears that the
women were all attacked in their homes, people should not
dismiss the possibility that the assailant could alter his

study salaries were subsidized mostly by
the federal government, the demand by
cmployers for work-study positions was

By Anne Dias and Patrick Lord
HOYA Staff Writers
al services at Georgetown, has decided
to eliminate three work study positions
at Hoya Station and is planning further
reforms at the university post office in
an effort to improve mail delivery to
on-campus students.
Eight students currently work at Hoya
Station, many of whom sort mail for
boxes at all campus residences.
But according to Hockensmith, who
came to Georgetown in August after
serving in the military postal services,
“sometimes [students’] schedules are
not compatible with the time mail is
ready to be sorted and [delivered].” To
speed up the delivery process, Hockensmith said he would assign regular
postal workers the task of mail delivery
to residences.
Hockensmith said that as a result of
the new policy, Hoya Station would only
offer “four or five” work-study positions

See DRAFT, p. 6

Oct. 23, 1990, in the 4100 block of W Street at 3:45 a.m.,
and the third occurred Dec. 3, 1990 in the 4800 block of

Hockensmith Sets Agenda, Vows to Expedite Delivery of Mail

said. To do this, it would hold a lottery drawing based on date
of birth to determine the order in which men would be called
According to the Selective Service, the first men called up
would be those born in 1971. The second group of men drafted
would be those born in 1970. Men born in 1969 constitute the

At an area forum Friday night, students agonize over the
prospect that a draft could be reinstituted for the Gulf
War. Men born in 1971 would be the first to go.

8-inches tall and 190 pounds. During each assault, the man
wore a dark ski mask and threatened the women with a knife.
In addition, police say that during each assault, the man
entered the women’s homes through a door that was open
or a window that was easily forced open.
According to a police statement, the first rape occurred
Sept. 17, 1989, in the 2300 block of 41st Street at approximately 4:45 a.m. The second sexual assault took place

Hoya Station Faces Reforms

could not be filled through voluntary enlistments, Richardson

to serve.

arah George/THE HOYA

the attacker as a white male, 30 to 40 years old, about 5-foot

The Hoyas (shown here against Duke)
let sweet victory slip through their
fingers Sunday as DePaul played
spoiler in Capital Centre.
Sports, p. 10
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ATTENTION: GRADUATING SENIORS
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provide practical experience
to candidates through
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Get experience to build your resume
Explore career choices
Utilize your education

If you are a motivated, high academic achiever
and expect to receive a degree in Computer Science,
knowledge of COBOL and/or “C”
encourage you to speak with us.
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INTERNSHIP NETWORK

Our Information Technology Division is truly a
state-of-the-art operation. We are global in our
commitment to provide the technological resources
to support the varied interests of our clients
throughout the world. And, as this world
changes—almost daily—Information Technology is
a challenge unsurpassed.
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When you talk, we listen.
So when you told us what you wanted in a personal computer,
we provided it in our IBM Personal System/2s® specially designed
and priced for college students, faculty and staff’!

IBM PS/2 Model 70 (T61)
+ 4MB memory
+ 80386" (16 MHz) processor
« 60MB fixed disk drive
« One 3.5-inch diskette drive (1.44MB)
«8515 Coior Display
« Micro Channel architecture
«IBM Mouse
«DOS 40
» Microsoft Windows 3.0
$3,899

Preloaded software available on the
IBM Advanced Academic System
+DOS 40
+ Microsoft Windows 3.0
« Microsoft Word for Windows*
» Microsoft Excel*
« hDC Windows Utilities*
« Arts & Letters® Graphics Editor
« ToolBook™

IBM PS/2 Model 70 (W61)
« 4MB memory
«80386 (16 MHz) processor
+ 60MB fixed disk drive
« One 3.5-inch diskette drive (1.44MB)
« 8515 Color Display
« Micro Channel architecture
« IBM Mouse
= DOS 40
« Microsoft Windows 3.0
Microsoft Word for Windows*
Microsoft Excel*
= hDC Windows Utilities*

« ZSoft SoftType**

« Faculty-written demonstration programs

« hDC foreign language (keyboard mapper)
« Formula Editor

IBM PS/2 Model 30 286 (U31)
« IMB memory

«
«
«
«
«
+

80286 (10 MHz) processor
30MB fixed disk drive
One 3.5-inch diskette drive (144MB)
8513 Color Display
IBM Mouse
DOS 40
Microsoft Windows 3.0
Microsoft Word for Windows“*
« hDC Windows Utilities™*
« ZSoft SoftType™**
$1,799

IBM PS/2 Model 55 SX (U31)

Available options for the IBM Advanced
Academic System
« Classroom Presentation Option
-24 student response keypads
-Attachment hardware
-Cable
-Keypad demonstration software
A coupon is available with the IBM Advanced Academic System
for purchase of a color projection system at a special academic
price. This system can be used in conjunction with an overhead projector and your IBM Advanced Academic System.

» ZSoft SoftType**

Roland Desktop Music System

« 2MB memory

+ 80386SX™ (16 MHz) processor

Sp

YOU
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IBM PS/2® Model 30 286 (T31)
+ IMB memory
+ 80286 (10 MHz) processor
« 30MB fixed disk drive
« One 3.5-inch diskette drive (1.44MB)
« 8512 Color Display
«IBM Mouse
+DOS 40
» Microsoft® Windows" 3.0
$1,649
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PS/

Introducing the all-in-one music system that transforms an

« 30MB fixed disk drive
« One 3.5-inch diskette drive (1.44MB)
« 8513 Color Display
« Micro Channel® architecture
« IBM Mouse
«DOS 40
» Microsoft Windows 3.0
» Microsoft Word for Windows*
« hDC Windows Utilities*
« ZSoft SoftType**
$2,349

The IBM Advanced Academic System
IBM PS/2 Model 55 SX (061)
« 4MB memory
» 80386SX (16 MHz) processor
« 60MB fixed disk drive
« One 3.5-inch diskette drive (1.44MB)
« 8515 Color Display
Micro Channel architecture
« [BM Mouse
$3,749

IBM PS/2 Model 55 SX (T61)
« 2MB memory

IBM PS/2 Model 70 (121)
* 4MB memory

+ 80386SX (16 MHz) processor

«80386 (20 MHz) processor

» 60MB fixed disk drive
« One 3.5-inch diskette drive (1.44MB)
« 8515 Color Display
« Micro Channel architecture
*« IBM Mouse
+D0S 40
« Microsoft Windows 3.0
$2,699

y

Check out our printers
« IBM Proprinter™ Ill w/cable (4201 Model 3)
$349
« IBM Proprinter X24E w/cable (4207 Model 2)
$499

» 120MB fixed disk drive
« One 3.5-inch diskette drive (1.44MB)
« 8515 Color Display
Micro Channel architecture
«IBM Mouse
$4,999
:
IBM PS/2 Model P70 (121)

Model e 55 SX (W61)
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.
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« 80386SX (16 MHz) processor

« One 3.5-inch diskette drive (1.44MB)

«8515 Color Display

«IBM Mouse

«
«
=
«
«
»
«
«

« Nylon carrying case
¥

« 60MB fixed disk drive
« One 35-inch diskette drive (1.44MB)

IBM PS/2 with Micro Channel into an exciting and powerful
music composition environment for education, entertainment
and personal creativity.
The Roland® Desktop Music System, complete with cables,
includes:
« MPU-IMC MIDI Interface Card
= CM-32L Sound Module
« Ballade® Software from Dynaware
$599

«IBM Proprinter XL24E w/cable (4208 Model 2)
$679
«IBM LaserPrinter E w/cable (4019 Model E01)
$1,039
« Hewlett-Packard PaintJet color graphics printer
Yicale (Model HP 3630-A)
$799
=

;
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« Easy-to-read plasma display
« Micro Channel architecture

Micro Channel architecture
IBM Mouse
DOS 40
Microsoft Windows 3.0
Microsoft Word for Windows*
Microsoft Excel™*
hDC Windows Utilities*
ZSoft SoftType**
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Dance
Studio

Proposed
DANCE, from p. 1
prevented dancers from advancing
beyond a certain level of performance.
“Dancers here are at a professional level
far higher than a lot of . . . programs
existing in D.C.,” but do not have the
proper facilities to accommodate their
talents, she said.

Under the proposal, anyone could participate in daily dance classes taught by
area dance instructors for a nominal fee,

according to Diegel.
According to Hisaka, the new studio
would benefit approximately 15 student
organizations “from Mask and Bauble to
Black Theatre Ensemble.”” She added
that a studio would also make solicitation of guest choreographers easier.
The idea for a studio germinated in the
spring of 1989, according to Anne
Stevens (NUR °91), head of GU Dance
Company. The idea did not go very far
then, Stevens said, so it was proposed
again in June 1990. According to

than $10,000. “There is a big difference,

in our opinion, between administrators
and students on the costs,” Stevens said.

Stevens, administrators from the Office

Lignelli said he also wanted to be
careful not to displace clubs that use the
space for rehearsals and campus func-

of Performing

tions, such as blood drives.

Arts held a meeting
in June, from

which

nothing materialized.
Problems in financing the new facility
have stalled their plans. According to
Lignelli, renovation costs for New South

lounge ranged from $65,000 to $70,000.
‘Students considered raising the money

The slow pace of the progression of
plans for the studio has angered many
Georgetown dancers. “I am frustrated
not just with the administration,”
Stevens added, “but with Georgetown’s
philosophy in general, because they’re
not dedicated to the arts.”

Stanford U. Appoints Healy
To Examine Financial Woes
HEALY, from p. 1
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nedy on possible reforms in the
accounting system for federally sponsored research.
In an effort to find “the best possible
people” for the panel, Kurovsky said,
Stanford officials sought leaders with
experience in government, business, accounting ‘and academia. According to
Kurovsky, Healy was appointed for his
understanding of the functions of a
university. “He is known as a person of

in the country,” Kurovsky said.
Debra

Zumwalt,

senior

counsel

at

Stanford, said panel members would not
be paid for their efforts. “They’re donating their time which is very valuable,”
she said. “The work they do will be
helpful to the future of university research.”
Healy served as Georgetown’s president from 1976 to 1989 before accepting
his current position as president of the

NETTING
ETT

serve

on

which

includes university President

‘corporation,’

Leo J. O’Donovan, SJ.

The new members of the Board of
Directors will each serve three-year
terms. According to university bylaws,
the Board

of Directors

manages

the

business and property of the university,
authorizes all land purchases and tuition changes and approves the
construction and renovation of campus
buildings.
Three of the new members will serve
on the Main Campus Affairs Committee. They include: Paul Anthony (SBA
’64), current president of the alumni
association; W.

Dennis

Owen,

presi-

dent of W.S. Owen Company; and
William C. Spohn, a visiting research
fellow at Georgetown’s Woodstock
Theological Center.
Four of the newly elected members
will serve on the Medical Center Affairs Committee. They include: Joe L.
Allbritton, chief executive officer and

president of Riggs National Bank;
Edwin H. Cassem, SJ, chief of
psychiatry at Massachusetts General
Hospital; Charles E. Long, executive
vice president and secretary of Citicorp
Bank; and Frank Pasquerilla, a commercial real estate developer who
donated $8 million to Georgetown last
spring.
In addition to electing Pasquerilla to
the Board of Directors, the university
also named the newly built Physician’s
Health Care Center after the Pennsylvanian entrepreneur.
The two new members who will serve
on the Law Center Affairs Committee
are William J. Curtin (CAS ’53, LAW
’57), a scnior partner at Morgan, Lewis
& Bockius, and Neil Hartigan (CAS
’59), the former attorney general of
Illinois, who unsuccessfully ran for
governor last fall.
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result of the Gulf War, she added, “We

can never rule out any further [detention].”
The United States is not planning
large-scale arrests of Iraqi students as a
group, according to Bill Carter, a
spokesperson for the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI). Carter said, however, the FBI was monitoring the activities of Iraqi officials in the U.S.,
members of known terrorist groups with
links to Baghdad and the activities of
“individual zealots.” Federal agents also
are tracking down Iraqi students with

Curtin said: “Since I am an alumnus of
the College and the Law Center, I want
to be as helpful to the new dean as
possible.” He added that “getting to
know
and understand
Father
O’Donovan’s agenda” would be one of
his top priorities.

Robert E. Dugan, former librarian of

the woodwork

ASD

Te

here,” said Koch.

““In a time of war,

the Home Office
has a responsibility
for security.”’
Spokesperson Rosemary Waugh

He added that the Arab-American
leaders were requested, “like any
American citizen,” to relay information
about terrorist activities to the FBI, but

that they themselves were “not under
any suspicion.”
Malley, citing a Feb. 18, 1987, ABC
News “Nightline” broadcast, said plans
for a detention camp in Louisiana were
drafted in 1986 by the federal govern-

“It’s

ment.

weeks, I’d be concerned,” Koch said.

Mohammed Malley (GRD ’91), president of the Georgetown Muslim

Dugan also said he wanted to introduce more research indices on compact
disk to the library. These would save
space while adding to the number of
research materials available to students, Dugan said. During the next six
months, Dugan will help draft a
“strategic plan” for Lauinger that will
identify and try to meet the library’s
long-term needs.
AE

Carter, however, said that comparing
FBI agents’ questioning of ArabAmerican leaders with the British action
“is like comparing apples and oranges.”
“The contacts made with ArabAmericans were to advise them that they
might be subject to a backlash . . . from
ignorant individuals,” Carter said.

been known to happen.”
“If his name were Fouad . . . and he
hadn’t come to my class for several

;

LE

the actions it has taken, she added.

“The FBI, along with the Immigration
and Naturalization Service (INS), is in
the process of interviewing Iraqi [visa]
overstays, determining why they’re still
here, and what they’re doing,” Carter
said.
According to Duke Austin, senior
spokesperson for the INS office in
Washington, approximately 3,000
Iraqis are staying in the United States on
expired visas. Austin said anyone with
an Iraqi or Kuwaiti passport entering the
United States is now photographed,
fingerprinted and requires special
documentation.
The FBI has detained several Palestinians and at least one member of the
Japanese Red Army terrorist group, according to Noel Koch, an adjunct professor in Georgetown’s National Security
Studies Program and the Pentagon’s
former director of special planning for
counterterrorism and special programs.
Koch said it was “possible” that Iraqi
military agents posing as students have
infiltrated the U.S. “They disappear into

the State of Delaware, has been hired
as associate librarian for administration
and planning at Georgetown.
As associate librarian, Dugan will
oversee the library’s budget, business
office, computer system, personnel,
and long-term plans.
Dugan said that in his former job he
had to deal with “everything from
family records to children’s books to
adult literacy programs.” However,
Dugan said he realized that Georgetown students had different needs. “I
don’t have to worry about literacy here,
and I don’t have to worry about
children’s story hours,” Dugan said.
“We want to make sure that [Georgetown students] get what they want.”
Dugan said he wanted to upgrade the
GEORGE computer catalogues to
allow each terminal access to the holdings of all libraries within the
Washington Consortium of Universities. The project, Dugan said, was
already underway and he added that he
hoped to have the system working by

A

“In a time of war, the Home Office has

a responsibility for security,” she said.
The office is acting under legislation
which gives it the authority to carry out

expired visas, he said.

New Associate Librarian

May.

American community leaders. He said
the British arrests could precede similar,
more sweeping ethnically based detention in the United States. “They’ve questioned Arab-Americans, just because
they’re Arab-Americans,” he said.
Waugh said there had been extensive
press criticism of the detention of
civilians on the grounds that the actions
“are an infringement of civil liberties.”

visa status and detention, according to
Waugh. Although Waugh said Britain
had no plans for further detention as a

the

of the Law Center Affairs Committee,

as the

Students’ Association, said he was con-

cerned that the British arrests and the
FBI actions might precipitate a crackdown on all Arabs, not just Iragis, in the

United States.
Malley likened the potential situation
to the detention of thousands of
Japancse-American civilians during
World War II. “They’ll start arresting
anybody . . . they already suspect
anybody,” Malley said.
Malley cited in his accusations the
recent FBI questioning of Arab-

EAN

According to the transcript of the
broadcast, Nightline correspondent
Marshall Frady quoted from INS documents detailing preparations for the establishment, on short notice, of a
5,000-person prison camp at Oakdale,
La. The documents also proposed secret
deportation proceedings and detention
without bond for “alien undesirables and
suspected terrorists,” Frady said.
According

to

Austin,

the

INS

spokesperson, the plans were never
adopted by INS. “But the ArabAmerican community keeps dragging
that up, as if [it were a current
proposal],” he said.
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Board members are elected by the
university’s five-member governing

Kevin Haggard/THE HOYA

by renting the dance space to area companies over the summer. Lignelli, however, said it would be difficult to get
dance companies to commit before the
facility was complete. According to
Hisaka, funds were also available from
D.C. Contemporary, the dance troupe
Hisaka founded that had been willing to
donate the profits from its summer program to the construction of the Georgetown facility.
Proponents of the studio disputed
Lignelli’s cost estimates and said that
other architects had put the cost at less

gent

Development Committee.
Each new board member enjoyed considerable success in his professional
life, something Curtin said he believed
would benefit Georgetown. “All of the
years spent managing the affairs of
clients, whether for a bank or a law
firm, or any other business, contribute
to what one can bring to the university,” Curtin said.
Regarding his own goals as a member

Board of Directors
Anne Stevens.

DETENTION, from p. 1

Newly elected board member J.
Thomas McCarthy, an attorney with
the law firm Bodkin, McCarthy, Sar-

Georgetown has announced several
administrative appointments in the past
several months, including the election
of 10 new members to its Board of
Directors and the selection of an associate librarian for administration and
planning at Lauinger.

GU Plans Renovation
of New South Lounge

without students

Britain Holds Students
With Ties to Saddam

New Faces Fill Places
In GU Administration
By John Normand
Special to The HOYA
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publications,

even appearing as the subject of a
Newsweek cover story. While the spread
of “PC

speech”

marks

a positive resur-

gence of awareness following the torporridden

1980s,

it

currently

risks

becoming
another
source
of
misunderstanding.
As a challenge to traditional ways of
speaking, PC speech rejects the notion
that language simply reflects a society's

stance.

No

rr

one

corners

the market

the term itself offends with its implicit
condescension.
By pointing out

hand. Opponents are often prone to
labels and often more prone to
stereotypes, using the term “PC” as
derisive and writing off the debate altogether in a single generality. For the

Political

correctness

becomes

fortunate phenomenon,
it veers

into

a less

however, when

elitist attitudes.

Like

any

matter how contrary to our government

they mightbe. If Latek does not remember, the Puritans fled England for this
very reason — their persecution by the
government for their beliefs.
Latek then goes on to deride the
protestors for exercising their constitutional rights. He writes, “Whether or not
the demonstrators view this as a just war
. . . Hussein [must] receive a single,

on

away from the real societal questions at

of linguistic conventions.

called “thoughtcrime” and were subject
to censorship and persecution, which
our President has tried to do by corrupting the Constitution with an amendment
against flag burning. However, as the
Constitution states and as the Supreme
Court has affirmed, it is-the right of
every person to express their views, no

To censor a particular person,

consciously suscribe to sexist attitudes,

rightly stimulate revision and rejection

dent. In 1984, these same actions were

group or professor for their ideas is to
take the moral or intellectually absolute

a well-intending person could use the
word “gal” to describe a woman and not

problems with this and other seemingly
innocuous words, proponents of PC

demonstrators of committing such
“shameful” acts as burning the
American flag, chanting anti-American
slogans and burning effigies of the Presi-

ideas. While some ideas may be racist or
sexist, they have the right to fail in an
intellectual dialogue, such as a college

being absolutely correct.
Such absolutism provides PC's opponents with ample fodder for accusations of hypocrisy, and shifts attention

conventions, positing that terminology
can also perpetuate societv’s bias. While

Arts

Gala showcased

both sides, free from generalization and
easy labels.

the singing, dancing, and acting
capabilities of Georgetown students.
While the performances were impressive,

the

most

creative

fine

arts

im-

provisation at Georgetown takes place as
the arts groups earmark facilities for
their
endeavors
makeshift facilities.

and

practice

in

ton). The latest manifestation of this ingenuity is the GU Dance Company and
Black Movements Dance Theater’s
recent proposal to use New South faculty

lounge as a studio for practice and instruction. Following their lead, other
groups should pursue ways to use seem-

ingly “dead” sites on campus, and make
the most of the campus’s limited

¥

|

facilities.

¥

|
j

k

it cannot be seen

as a long-term answer to this neglect. It
is pathetic to see hard-working, tuitionpaying artists excited about perfecting
their craft in the dingy oblivion of New
South lounge. Must our artists debase
themselves so completely?

tific

Yes, they must, given the priorities of

While such initiative presents the best
short-term solution to the dearth of arts

sities

perennially

receive

little

con-

sideration when allocation time rolls
around. While limited funds are being
allocated, there is money for brand new
trucks for the Office of Transportation

Management to haul off bicycles and tow
cars. There are hundreds of thousands
of dollars for mowing the lawn. There is

Democrats,

For inclusion in The HOYA, letters

City/State/Zip

Rate (check one): [_] Semester [] Year
Please enclose a check or money order payable to The Hoya.
Subscription rates are only $30.00 per semester, $40.00 per

will

become

.

For instance, it is now believed that a full

40 percent of the American colonists
opposed the Revolutionary War.
Granted, one unified voice representing all 250 million Americans in
opposition to Saddam Hussein would be
wonderful. Furthermore, as an Eagle
Scout and a United States citizen, the
thought of people burning the flag and
spitting on an effigy of President Bush
is certainly

abhorrent.

However,

as

recent history reminds us, our government is not like totalitarian regimes that
simply use brutal force to smash opposition.
Peaceful political protest is an integral
part, of the so-called “American experi-

ment.” I have but one suggestion for
those who dislike such an assertion:
Love it or leave it.
John Gotaskie, Jr.

SFS 94

I

TN
TTR

To the editor:
As a nursing student at Georgetown,
the value of people and who they are has
been further in me. Every clinical draws
my attention to the personal challenges
of different

individuals,

one

of those

challenges being death and dying.
On. March 22, 1986, my brother, |.

Daniel;J., Woodside, was killed in; a |:

motor vehicle accident; he had been en- |x,
listed in the Navy Nuclear Program for
barcly a year. Even though he had never. |
had the opportunity to serve the United
States in combat, I can’t help but think

of him more now.
This morning, I finally took the time
to read

about

the soldiers

killed,

cially in the Gulf War.
Julie Woodside
NUR

EPR
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MIA’s and POW’s. I remembered immcdiatcly what it was like for me even
scveral years after my brother’s death. I
wanted the whole world to stop and take
a look — to take the time to appreciate
the contribution he’d made to the wold
during his almost 19 years living. His
influence had become nonexistent, and
so, a loss.
The experience of my brother’s death
compels me to request that the Georgelown community take a moment to
stop and look. Take the time to simply
rcad over the names, respect and appreciate the lives of those gone — espe-

Ed Walters, Editor In Chief
Jeremy Bash, Managing Editor

Yards, and yes, the protestors in
Lafayette Park. These people are simply
cxercising one of the most basic of
American civil rights: the right of peaceful protest. We know that such a right is
well documented in American history.

Nr

a free,

To Remember’

SES °92

Dukes, the Ku Klux Klans, the Molly

Want to keep your parents abreast of events at your university? There’s no better way than by subscribing to The
HOYA, Georgetown’s largest and oldest newspaper. Simply
detach this coupon and send it to:

Address

we

‘Take Time

their victory will not cost any lives.
Laura E. Keyes

To the editor:
x
In the Feb. 1 Viewpoint section, yo
printed an viewpoint from Mr. Kevin
Latck. Contrary to what Mr. Latek
would like us to believe. I would assert
that it is not the protestors in Lafayette
Park who are being fundamentally unAmerican but Mr. Latek himself.
The United States is the largest and
greatest pluralistic democracy in the
world. However, we are, unique in that
our founding fathers recognized the
right of minorities, however unpopular,
to voice their opinion. That is the basic
reason why we tolerate the David

are due in our Leavey offices no later
than Tuesday at 6 p.m. for Friday
issues and Friday at 6 p.m. for Tuesday issues.

Name

should,

George Chang
CAS ’94

that Iraq invaded

Gulf. These people don’t want to see
soldiers and citizens die because the
government does not have the patience
to give peace a chance. These people are
fighting for an American victory too, but

Latek, cont’d

clude the person’s name, school and
year, address and phone number. All
letters submitted become the property of The HOYA. No unsigned letters
will be printed.

The HOYA, Box 938, Hoya Station, Washington, D.C. 20057

what: about

Board cf Editors

backdrops.

The HOYA welcomes letters from
our readers and will make every effort to print as many as possible.
Letters should not exceed 400 words
and are subject to being edited if they
are longer. The HOYA reserves the
right to edit for style or clarity, but
every effort will be made to retain the
author’s intent.
Each letter must be signed and in-

but

democratic people only in name.

Latek

RL

in the ICC. But fine arts at Georgetown
will continue to do its best on a shoestring budget for now. We are sure they
will continue to perform at a level that
transcends their barn-and-basement

we

day, Jan. 26, who had loved ones in the

always money to feed Freeze on Fridays

fit

year.

Marxist-

Republicans, and concerned, educated
citizens at the march.
What Mr. Latck doesn’t seem to understand is there is a large population of
intelligent Americans who do not
believe that war is a responsible tool of
foreign policy. There are many people
who belicve that America is the numberone country in the world and therefore
should be strong enough to accept the
challenge of peace. There are thousands
of men and women who experienced the

y
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organizations,

and

horrors of war in Europe, Korea and
Vietnam who realize that no war is ever
just. These people do not believe the
peace is easy to achieve, but aren’t
human lives worth the effort?
To propose that the peace marches
should stop is to propose that Americans
should put blind faith in their govern:
ment. If people had followed the practice of remaining unified behind
whatever the government said, we
would still have slavery, prohibition and
no women’s suffrage. The fact is that
Amcrica is not unified behind President
Bush.
As for the proposal that the marches
are hurting the troops, one only need see
the signs that read “Love the troops” or
chants of troop support. People understand that the troops are following orders
from above — that is their job. The
demonstrators are calling to the leadership to stop the senseless killing and
bring the troops home alive. There were
hundreds of people on the mall on Satur-

Leninist Party, and ACT-UP made up
the majority of the population at the
marches. He would also have people
belicve that only 10 percent of America
is opposed to the war. The reality is that
the groups he cited were there; they
made up approximately two percent of
the demonstrators. But so were veterans
form World War II and Vietnam. There
were thousands of church groups, scien-

casualties,

Iraqi casualties? A dead Iraqi soldicr is
also a dead human being. If we truly
want to be just and moral as our President states, we should be willing to
peacefully negotiate for a settlement,
even if that settlement involves compromises; for if we do not, our victory in
the Persian Gulf will be a Pyrrhic victory
at best.
By demonstrating and protesting can
we show our President that there arc
other alternatives and that millions of
Americans want to search for thesc alternatives. If we so easily submit ourselves to a reality of 1984 as Latek suggests

biological weapons manufacturing
plants and that a cease-fire would endanger the security of the Middle East
because Saddam may overrun the rest of
the Middle East.
However, as U.S. intelligence analysts
have themselves admitted, Iraq is still at
least five years away from any viable
nuclear weapons production plant. Further, rebuilding of Iraq’s nuclear, chemical and biological plants would take
vital parts and supplies that Iraq does not
possess or have easy access to. There-

Latek should know

Kevin would have people believe that
the

chemical

American

overrunning the rest of the Middle East,

demonstrations were or why they were
of CISPES,

nuclear,

them would be to end this unjust war and
negotiate with Hussein for a pullout in
order to truly cause the least amount of
bloodshed. We are so concerned about

troops in this fashion.
In relation to the threat of Saddam’s

“there.

our campus planners. Fine arts neces-

These luxury accommodations include
a barn (Poulton), a basement (Walsh
blackbox), and a pseudo-cathedral (Gas-

i

facilities on campus,

its

way to support our troops and protect

fore, a cease-fire could not threaten U.S.

To the editor:
I would like to write a thank-you note
to Kevin Latek for his viewpoint on the
peace marches. He offered such an absurd depiction of the demonstrations
that even people who share his view on
the war can’t help but see that he had no
understanding of who the people at the

members

This weekend's

rebuild

Shame On You, Kevin

debate to reach everyone and to have
impact, it must be conducted freely by

Dancing in the Basement

Latek wants us to support our
government’s actions with an unquestioning, mindless silence.
Latek argues that the demonstrations
must stop because they are demanding
an unrealistic cease-fire that endangers
our troops on the grounds that Iraq could

In his article, Latek accuses anti-war

not awareness.
The only way to awareness is through
discussion in the free marketplace of

campus.

Brother’s commands. In similar fashion,

nightmarish world of 71984 for the U.S.
today.

SE

down dialogue and promotes acrimony,

of national

Marches” article, seems to advocate the

gest that he has no designs on the rest/of
the Middle East.
Finally, I would argue that the best

NE

in the

ly opposed to such things. However,
Kevin Latek, in his “Stop the ‘Peace’

TN TN ETT

people respond with racist or sexist attacks. When a person is labeled as a
racist for his or her views, they are effectively censored. Dismissing people as
hopelessly unenlightened and unworthy
of consideration serves no one: it shuts

Saudi Arabia back in August.

However, he did not, and this may sug-

TN

like “people of color” to more radical
alternatives such as the revised spelling
of “womyn” and espousal of the term
“queer”, politically correct speech and its
underlying ideology have generated controversy in the halls of universities and
pages

the United States, which is fundamental-

some

TN eT

making

a

campuses,

i

fect on some

et

terms

a

prevalent

a

fairly

had wanted to, he could have easily in-

vaded

Ner—

from

the

~~

spectrum

Spanning
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nationwide.
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cally correct” has entered the lexicon of

eH

epithet
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cause by indiscriminately slapping
labels on individuals instead of ideas.
The phenomenon has had a reverse ef-

as

Kuwait because it had numerous
grievances against only the Kuwaiti
government. To be sure, Husscin’s
method of settling his problems is completely unacceptable. But at the samc
time, there is no conclusive proof that
Hussein wanted to mount an invasion
campaign across the Middle East. If he

Em

other ideology, PC advocates harm their

espoused as a standard, the term “politi-

hurled

unified voice from the American
people.” The implications of Latek’s
statement are that no matter what we.
believe or think, we should simply fall
in step behind President Bush and fully
support the Persian Gulf war. In 1984,
the enemy of Oceania was periodically
changed every few weeks by Big
Brother. The people were expected to
automatically redirect their hatred much
like how one redirects a flashlight’s
beam. Further, the people were expected
to blindly follow every one of Big

Re

or

Whether

To the editor:
When my English class read George
Orwell’s 1984 in high school, many of
us were shocked and disturbed at the
chilling view of the future Orwell
presented, a mindless society dominated
by an oppressive government. However,
we took comfort in the belief that things
such as Big Brother, “thoughtcrime” and
the Thought Police could never occur in

et

PC Not Always Correct
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Latek’s Viewpoint Waxed Un-American
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Sue Schroeder

A Lesson In Community
I was mugged in Georgetown last
weekend. Two men accosted my friend
and me and took my purse. They then
ran down Prospect Street toward Wisconsin Avenue, and my roommate and
I, two freshmen with “Mug Me” practically written across our foreheads, then
ran across the street to the Tombs. And
outside the Tombs I was robbed again
— this time of much more than my
lipstick and keys.
I don’t ask for sympathy. I have since
been hugged, worried over and consoled. A nice detective took the report
and gave us his card. A kind DPS officer
assured us that we had “done a good job”
in securing a description of the alleged
perpetrators. The New South security
guard let me sit in his chair and turn on
the heater. And thanks to the durability
and strength of modern leather goods, I
still have the strap of my purse. I am fine.
My perpetrator was unlucky enough
to catch us after a movie and Swenson’s,

so all he got was a handful of pennies,
some easily canceled credit cards, and a
New York State driver’s license. He
probably also scraped his knee during
our tug-of-war. All in all, it wasn’t his
night either.
I later learned that he had pulled a
knife on a couple further down the street.
I was terrified. He had violated me. He
had stolen my surety. He had made me

‘‘He asked, ‘Did you
enjoy it?’ I assume he
was drunk. I hope he
was drunk.’’
reluctant to walk into dark rooms and
afraid to walk across campus alone. For

that I hate him.
This was the first of two lessons I
learned that night: the “crime in the big
city” lesson. But the second lesson was
the one I never expected, the one that
frightened me more and hurt me more
and stole from me things I could never
replace. The second lesson was the one
I learned as we ran across the street to
the Tombs, barely 30 feet away from
where the robbery occurred.

toward

a crowd

of people,

trembling

and tripping and screaming,I expected
more than nothing.
I got nothing.
Blank stares and no response. Eyes,

but no hands to hold. Not a single con-

I

easily hate him, but I trusted you. What
happened? Where was that innate goodness that I believed in? What were you
thinking? Didn’t any of you want to
make sure we were okay? Couldn’t you
tell that I needed somebody? Where
were kindness and concern and basic
politeness? Why did you only stare at
me? Why didn’t you care?

ETT

‘“That is what hurts. I

can get a new Social
Security card. I don’t
know if I can ever
trust you again.’’
something happen?” I will direct no
comments to the one person who did
acknowledge my screams. He asked,
“Did you enjoy it?” I assume he was

This was the second lesson of the
evening — the theft of my faith and
confidence in you. I’ve always been
such an annoying, starry-eyed idealist. I
believed in you. I would have helped
you, and I assumed you would help me
too. I was wrong.
That is what hurts. I can get a new
Social Security card. I don’t know if I
can ever trust you again.

From the rest of you we got nothing.
If I sound bitter it’s because I am. I can

Sue Schroeder is a freshman in the
College.

drunk. I hope he was drunk.

Support Troops
For Right Reasons

THE BILLS SHOULD HAVE

Américan’ armed’ forces is ‘a de’ facto
supporter of his or her government’s

foreign policy.
Second, itis perfectly legitimate to say
that the use of violence is never justified
— even when violence is used against
you. Jesus Christ, Mohandas Gandhi
and the Reverend Martin Luther King,
Jr., were perhaps the three most vigorous
and visible exponents of the pacifist
position. Millions have followed their
teachings.
It is difficult to fathom how one could
be opposed to all forms of violence
while simultaneously supporting soldiers who are willing instruments in a
policy involving the use of force.
The distinction between an actual
foreign policy involving a military component and the troops used to carry out
that policy is best understood as a
pseudo-distinction that is used as an instrument in passing the buck of responsibility.
. Some hide behind the facade that they
are merely arguing against the hypocrisy
shown by some anti-war demonstrators
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the Persian Gulf, their presence is indeed

justifiable on moral grounds alone; Saddam Hussein is a menace who shows no
respect for the sovereignty of other nations and must be dealt with in a language that he understands.

Babylon
SIGNS oFA SUBSTANCE]

The United States is engaged in a war
the outcome of which will have enormous influence on international rela-

who use violence to condemn violence.

tions

Certainly, it is obvious that support of
armed troops in their endeavors in an
armed conflict is antithetical to the
general position articulated by pacifists.

relations in particular, for decades to
come. The economic and political importance of the region alone makes this
avery serious matter; Hussein’s destructive potential and unpredictable style
add immeasurably to the gravity of the
situation.
Support for the troops engaged in the
Persian Gulf War should be based entirely on support for the policy that took
them there. To support the troops on the
diluted principles espoused by those
who believe support is necessary in
light of conflict is to take a step on the
proverbial slippery slope.
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Donald Metz is a Master’s Degree
candidate in the Public Policy Department of the Graduate School.
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I ask you: How is it possible to support
both a peaceful cause and a violent one?
By definition, a pacifist cannot support
troops serving willingly in a war.
Whether or not one chooses to agree
with the pacifist position is another matter entirely.
The claim made by many people is that
one is not entitled to take a pacifist position, since one is more or less compelled
to support our brave soldiers in the Gulf.
Clearly, such a claim is arbitrary and, as
such, is inimical to any notion of free
speech.
The argument from history is not un-

ri

\

ter what position one held before the
hostilities began, the proper stance to
take at present is one of support for those
carrying out the policy.
There are two facts that must first be
made perfectly clear. First, the moment
that an individual joins the American
armed services, he or she makes the
decision to participate in any conflict to
which he or she is called. To the extent
that American foreign policy involves a
military component, a‘ member of the’

related to the attack from logic presented
above.
Perhaps those who argue as such were
sleeping or sick on the day that the
Nuremberg Trials were discussed in
their high school history classes.
In the face of brutal and heinous behavior by humans against humans, we
can only hope that we learn something
in the relative calm of the historical
analysis that takes place in the aftermath. If we learned anything from the
literature and the legal precedents that
emerged from World War II, it is that we
are responsible for our own behavior. It
is not enough to say: “I was just following orders.” Human beings have free
* will’and.moral conscience and must be
" ready to ‘answer to'a higher authority
than civil law. To justify the uncoerced
behavior of American soldiers on the
basis that they are mere pawns is to deny
a basic underpinning of our democraticcapitalist system.
It would be a corruption of my argument to say that one of its implications
is that I am equating Hitler and his
henchmen with President Bush and the
allied troops in the Persian Gulf. That is
clearly not the case. However, to support
the troops on the basis that the war has
already begun is ludicrous and specious
at best, and dangerous at worst.
Regardless of the true reasons for
American and allied troop presence in

\\

The onset of the Gulf War has convinced many people that all Americans,
regardless of their position on the war,
should support our troops who are risking their lives in the war. There is indeed

\

LISTENED TO ME: BUNKER DOWN,
THROW THE. BOMB AND KEEP
YOUR FIRST STRING ON THE
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Those people turning the corner —
where did you go? Couldn’t you have
called the police for me? Those people
milling around outside on the sidewalk
— couldn’t you tell something was
wrong? Did I look so formidable in my
earmuffs that you were afraid to come
near me? Why couldn’t you help me?
Why couldn’t somebody say, “Come inside and use the phone. Maybe the police

can catch them.” Or maybe, “Are you all
right?” I would have settled for, “Did

Donald Metz

a large faction that believes that, no mat-

——————————

cerned voice. Not even a crinkled
forehead. All of you, my fellow students
and friends, looked at me. I told you,
“I’ve been robbed. I just got robbed.” A
big man had just grabbed me around the
neck and wrenched from me my possessions. I was so scared and lost. I could
still see his face in front of mine. My
roommate kept telling you, “We need a
phone. We'll call somebody.” And you
looked at us. You must have heard me
screaming. I started screaming as soon
as he came near me.

I never expected anybody there to
jump on a galloping horse and chase
down my perpetrator, shouting, “Fiend!
Unhand that purse!” I never even expected to get the thing back once I had
let it go. But as we ran across the street
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Campus Opinion:

What’s

your

favorite

cold

remedy?

Tequila, for obvious reasons.
Adam Thibault
CAS ’94

Pez, cause they’re easy to take out.
Jorge Chavez
'SFS ’92

—————

Everclear, it’s an all-purpose cleaner.
Mike Scafati
SBA 94

Compiled by Leigh Fraiser and Jim Mangan

;
Bordeaux.

bh
Avkin Korur
SBA ’92
Murat Karakurt

Sex, cause it takes your mind off the pain.
Rick Sinkfield
SFS ’91
Haleh Vaziri
GRD

BEER!

Elizabeth Collins
CAS 94
Mr. and Mrs. Collins
MOM, DAD
Courtney Kelleher
CAS 94
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Stewards:
Get to Work

mitories, leave the air in the rooms drier

Sudafed

has been

the

Despite the advertiser’s claim, there is

no real nighttime, sniffling, sneezing,
coughing, aching, stuffy head, fever, so
you can rest medicine. According to a
study by the Food and Drug Administra-

liver oil, cedar

leaf oil,

Most colds last only about a week, and

they rarely develop into other, more
scrious complications, according to the
FDA magazine. Even more encouraging
is the fact scientists have made important gains in their understanding of the
common cold in recent years. Whatever
the approach, the most effective weapon
in overcoming a cold is patience.

Gulf War Raises Issue
Of Forced Conscription
DRAFT, from p.1
third priority group, and the draft would
continue until men born“in 1966 were
called. These 25-year-olds wotild be the
eldest group eligible for the draft.
Richardson said each age group represented one-and-a-half to two million
young men that are eligible for induction

Ifthe draftisinstituted, men would

be called througha lottery based
on their year of birthv Theymwould |

be drafted in the following order:
Men born in

;
:
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Jazz guitarist Charles Carlton stikes a chord during one of his performances at The Saloon on M St.
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Taking the Edge Off Bad Times
At The Saloon, Guitarist Charles Carlton Plays the Blues
By Reed Alex Martin
HOYA Staff Writer
Every Wednesday and Thursday night, Georgetown gets the
blues.
Students come from all over campus to The Saloon on M St.
to hear jazz guitarist Charles Carlton “take the edge off the
bad times and make the good ones seem even better.”
As he ascends the tiny stage at the front of the tavern, the
stress and strain of urban existence fade into the blue clouds
of cigarette smoke that lurk beneath the multi-colored lamp
shades.
“Charlie’s the greatest,” said Georgetown junior and selfproclaimed “Chuckhead” Albie Dahlberg. “I’ve been coming
to see him at least once a week since I got to Washington.”
Hoya alumnus Andrew D’Uva (CAS 90), has Dahlberg beat
by three years. “I’ve been a fan of Charlie’s ever since I was
a freshman,” he said. “Wednesday nights at The Saloon are a
tradition.”
Carlton, 43, accepts praise from his regular fans with modest
shrugs and warm handshakes.
“Sometimes I wish I could spend a night of breaks just talking
to everybody instead of playing,” he said. “The energy I get
from people, the encouragement, the warmth — all that goes
into making me do whatever it is I do.”
What Carlton does night after night is improvise an electrifying four-hour set that includes elements of R & B, soul, jazz
and new age.
“The music is 99.9 percent ad-libbed,” he admitted. “I start
out with a basic concept for a song and proceed through it as
if it were a conversation: It’s just like any other dialogue .. .
the subject and direction can change, but you’re still having a
conversation.”
Many of The Saloon’s patrons remain baffled about the
seemingly flawless manner in which bassist Eric Butler and
drummer Dana Grambling follow Carlton’s lead.
“They really know just how to complement each other’s
flourishes,” said senior Chris Ruhr, another Carlton devotee.

“They’re always in time with each other — they never miss a
beat.”
Carlton cited the lack of fixed constraints as contributing to

his music’s fresh and fluid quality] tell the guys in the band

not to come in with any preconceived notions of what a song
should sound like,” he said.

“Many of the masters like Coltrane and Miles Davis played
the same songs every night for years — the point is, they
played them with such ingenuity that the songs took on a life
of their own.
“The thing about jazz musicians is that even though they may
play the same songs again and again, they can still bring the
conditions of the room to the music,” he explained.

“It’s really about being totally honest to the moment: if it’s
cold out; if you have a good crowd or a bad crowd; or even if
the Iraqis have launched a Scud missile attack. If you’re a true
artist, you don’t try to draw a line between your craft and
what’s happening in the world.”
Carlton’s own road to becoming a “true artist” began in 1969
while he was a sophomore at North Carolina A & T. “I really
started playing out of pure frustration and boredom,” he
chuckled. “I taught myself how to play on the R & B and rock
music of the period. Then I decided to go in for my first
lesson.”
Carlton said he went into that lesson pretending to be unable
to play a single note. “I was very self-conscious about the fact
that I was not what you would call an orthodox guitarist,” he
said. “I wanted to be unlearned.”
The lesson ended, Carlton paid his teacher the $10 fee and
left. As fate would have it, the guitar instructor happened to
swagger into a bar where Carlton was playing a few weeks
later. “He just kept looking and looking,” Carlton remembered. “Then it finally dawned on him who I was. He came up
to me with a $10 tip and said, ‘Just consider it reimbursement.”
Following this symbolic stamp of approval, Carlton’s guitar
took aback seat to a job at a North Carolina cigarette company.
“I had to expose rats to lots of smoke and then — this is gross
— kill them and see what it did to their lungs,” he recalled. “I
used to smoke too but I quit a few weeks after I was hired.”
Carlton then joined the army and received an assignment
playing guitar. “I was a part of a promo unit that toured the
country performing for kids who were thinking about enlisting.”
Acting as the musical pointman of this newly-formed garrison, Carlton had the opportunity to hone his technique and
polish his song-writing abilities. “I had players who were
confident enough to perform whatever I had written,” he said.
“I used to stay up at night writing music for the sheer pleasure
of hearing it performed the next day. That was the best
education in the world.”
Before landing regular gigs at The Saloon in 1985, Carlton
went back to North Carolina and began touring the East Coast,
playing fraternity parties and small cantinas.
“That’s where I really worked on my entertaining skills,” he
said. “You can get away with a lot of shortcomings musically,
if you work hard being an entertainer.”
Carlton works diligently at reaching out to everyone who
saunters or stumbles into earshot. “I like to feel that I’ve
genuinely touched someone — I may not know who they are,
but I can always tell when it happens,” he said. “Sometimes I
don’t even have to be able to see them
— my eyes can be closed
and my back can be turned, but I still feel the energy surging
through the room.”

25-year-olds were drafted, those born in
1972 would become the next group
eligible for the draft. Last would be men
born in 1973, who will turn 18 this year.
According to John Judge, a draft resistance activist who spoke recently at the
Washington Peace Center, the Selective
Service’s draft plan for this war would
be different than the system used during
the Vietnam conflict. Judge said Vietnam “took draftees first instead of men
from the [National] Guard and [National] Reserve.”
Richardson, however, said she did not

think the government would institute a
draft for the Persian Gulf War, and if it
did, it would use National Guardsmen

and National Reserve units first. “The
President has said that a draft is not
necessary,” Richardson said. “Ouragency has had no indication that a draft is
needed. [Our policy] makes the National
Guard and Reserve primary [as a source
of manpower].”
Judge said he believed that the unpopularity of the Vietnam draft and the
dispossessed veterans it produced has
turned the tide of public opinion against
the draft. The pressure from the public,
he said, has driven the government to
secrecy.
“Decisions about these things are done
completely in secret. Whatever war we
go into has already been planned.
They’ve already bought the body bags,
they’ve already bought the cemetary
land,” Judge said.
Judge also said the war in the Middle
East may require the drafting of doctors
to provide care for wounded troops. “A

1972

1973
doctor’s draft,” he said, “will also in-

clude women.”
Some anti-war activists, however, said

they felt a draft should be instituted in
the interest of fairness. “A lot of people
in’lower socio-economic brackets and
especially minoritics are over-represented in the Gulf. The draft would be a
more equitable way of distributing the
burden,” said Meghan Gibbons (CAS
’92), a member of GU Students Against
War in the Middle East.
Judge said he did not think the draft
would ever bring about equal representation of all socio-economic groups
in the army. “The draft is often referred
to as an equalizer. I think that the
privileged will find a way to get out [of
serving in the war]. Those who are in,
will find a way to get safer jobs [in the
military].”
According to the Selective Service,
men who register for the draft may file
a petition to request exemption from
military service. Clergy, ministerial students, members of Reserve units in the
armed forces, certain elected officials,
cause

military service would

their family

hardship,

"How do you hide something like
“that apyway?s

0

Open a McDonald’s franchise
to do a service for this campus,

© 1966

people whose

how, and no one has ever found it.

across the street. If you really want

1971
1970
1969
1968
1967

into the United States Armed Forces. If,
however, more men were needed after

ing rocks and trading secret
decoder keys, managed only to
bring shame to campus organizations.
Now they keep a much lower
profile on campus than they have
since their exposure in 1988, and
they seem to have run out of things
to do. So they should take their
altruism to task and do some useful
(but not necessarily glamorous)
things on campus. There are plenty
of things to do.
Get together one night in secret
and fix the automatic door to
Walsh. The other doors are too
small, and the damned thing has
been broken since my freshman
year.
And while they’re there, find the
huge globe that once adorned the
spiral staircase. It was stolen some-

veterans,

aliens and people of dual nationalities
can classify for postponement, deferments or exemptions.
Draft candidates who are not otherwise exempt may file as conscientious
objectors if they are morally, ethically or
religiously opposed to war. Conscientious objectors may be required to serve
in noncombatant capacities, however.

offer students a Mickey D’s where
the now-defunct Georgetown
University Shop was. Make it one
with a playground out front.
Tear down Reiss. And air condition St. Mary’s.
Don trenchcoats and secret
sunglasses and meet to make a
spare set of hands for Healy Clock.
They’re stolen every year, and then
the whole campus is late for class.
Make the Riggs machine in the
Leavey Center speak English. It
has asked me to take my card and
receipt in French for two years
now. Je ne parle pas francais.
While they’re at it, they can
change the door handles in the
Leavey Center. As you leave
Leavey, “pull” handles are on
“push” doors. I never fail to pull
them.
Get on the Provost search committee and make Norm The Student Manager the new second in
command. That will be a real service to students.
Fix GEORGE in the library. It’s
more worthless than GUSA kiosks
when you need information.
Join the Voice and make them
return to black and white covers.
Student clubs can’t afford for them
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medicine,

their innocuous rituals, like paint-

cod

camphor, peppermint, mustard oil, and
oil of eucalyptus leaves.
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biggest seller.
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cold

Of the 50,000 remedies currently on the

—

however,

addition,

smoking and use paper tissues rather
than cloth handkerchiefs (since handkerchiefs often retain cold germs for
days). While sick, Georgetown students
should also avoid excessive drinking,
since alcoholic beverages dehydrate the
body and slow the recovery process.
Doctors at Student Health recommend
that sick students try to counteract dry
air conditions, which can agitate common cold symptoms. Heating systems,
like the ones in Georgetown dor-

market, not a single one will cure the
cold virus, although some may be useful
in relieving certain symptoms.
For those looking for a more organic
approach, there are many home
remedies. In fact, many of the processed
cold medicines sold in storcs contain
traditional cold remedy ingredients, in-
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measures,

throat, and

A"

are some

sore

ST

There

which students can take to prevent
catching a cold. Despite conventional

head,

Consumer

LA

5. PUFF’S PLUS — These new
tissues come complete with Aloe lotion. Use them and you’ll avoid that
annoying dry nose — just don’t try
to use them to clean your glasses.

stuffy

to work overtime. That can lead to further throat inflammation and soreness.
To help relieve dry air complications,
Student Health recommends that students use a humidifier or take a shower
before going to bed.
Almost as bad as suffering from a cold
is trying to choose a cold medicine to
combat it. There are literally thousands
of formulas available without a prescription. Saxa Sundries carries over 30.
Porter White (CAS ’92), a shift
manager at Saxa’s, said sick students
have been buying large quantities of
cold remedies and aspirin at the store. He
said that although he prefers NyQuil

tion, in a 1976 issuc of FDA

magazine,“not a single onc of these
products . . . will prevent, cure, or even
shorten the course of the common cold.”

A

4. SUDAFED — This is the
medicine for people who just cannot
afford to let a cold bog them down.
If you have to take a midterm, take
Sudafed. They’re sugar-coated, to
boot.

nose,

coughing — start to appear, experts
recommend getting lots of rest and
drinking plenty of liquids. Relaxation
will help the body recover more quickly,
and fluids will work to soothe sore
throats and relieve nasal congestion. In

desert and force the

body’s natural humidifier, the sinuses,

TT

3. HALL’S — This throat lozenge
is so powerful it will clear up your
nasal passages. Unfortunately,
everyone within a 30-mile radius of
you will be able to smell your pungent remedy.

than the Saudi

to do manly things. They needed to
serve the university in secret. So
they formed a group called the
Stewards Society.
Many people on campus today
don’t remember this fraternal
sausage-hang, because it was exposed in the spring of 1988 and has
kind of died down since then. It
resulted in the resignation of many
campus leaders, including the
editor in chief and other members
of this newspaper. Since then, its
members have included the president of GUSA and various other
campus power-clique types. And

me

2.ACTIFED
— If you want to sleep
through your cold, take Actifed. If
you're stupid enough to take it and
‘then attempt some sort of brain activity (i.e., getting out of bed), expect
minor hallucinations.

tant, more selective. They needed

=

the advantage of knocking you out
and helping you forget that you’re
sick. Also comes with a handy shot
glass.

>

but it’s 45 percent alcohol, so it has
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1. NYQUIL — This stuff doesn’t
really cure all your cold symptoms,

pre

Your head is pounding, your throat is
sore, and you just went through your
second box of Kleenex. Chances are
you're suffering from acute coryza,
otherwise known as the common cold.
Experts estimate that Americans suffer
from some 1 billion colds a year. Attempts to combat the cold result in an
estimated $700 million spent each year
in over-the-counter cold remedies. But
despite the wide variety of cold
medicines currently on the market, there
is still no known cure for the common
cold. Not even Granny’s famous chicken soup will cure your ailment.
For college students, the cold can be
especially troublesome, especially since
there are no remedies for missed assignments. Sofia Fernandez (CAS ’94)
knows all too well what catching a cold
can mean for a Georgetown student. She
has been laboring with a cold since
Christmas vacation. “I’m trying to get
plenty of rest, but it’s not that easy when
you’re in college,” she said. “Still, I
continue to go to class and do my work.
I just take my box of Kleenex with me
to the library.”
The cold has been striking students
since the semester began. “It’s definitely
going around,” said Todd Mackey (CAS
’92), a resident assistant on the third
floor of New South. “Almost everyone
I know has had it in the past week and a
half.”

ETT

Cold Remedies

nce upon a time, there
were a bunch of self-important student leaders
who weren’t satisfied with the rush
of power afforded them by a common student leadership position.
GUSA didn’t have enough efficacy, APO was too openly
philanthropic, and THE Hoya let
women write on their staff. These
guys needed to feel more impor-

-

HOYA Top 5

wisdom, most colds are not caused by
exposure to winter weather. According
to a recent report by the Department of
Health and Human Services, people
catch colds in the winter because they
spend more time indoors, where germs
can collect.
The report also pointed out that most
colds are spread by hand-to-hand contact rather than airborne viruses. The
Department recommends that all used
tissues be promptly disposed of — cold
sufferers should not keep them as
souvenirs.
Nonetheless, it is always possible that
a fleeting germ will find its way into the
body and develop into a cold. After all,
there are more than 200 different viruses
that can cause cold conditions.
If cold symptoms — sneezing, runny
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to take another $10,000 dive this

year.
Put back up the nine-foot rim at

McDonough. NBA hoops at Georgetown once again.
But most of all, stop taking yourselves so seriously and stop filing
lawsuits against the university.
Your little alumni suit fiasco is
costing us legal fees that could be
better spent on other things.
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The Peace Frogs store on the corner of 35th and N streets sold out of American flags shortly after
bombing Iraq, according to MacKay Morris, the store’s marketing director. Shown here with dog
ris said the store was unable to reorder flags from the country’s largest flag manufacturer because
moratorium on flag production, as the manufacturer was unable to keep up with demand once the

HE HOYA

the U.S. began
Raleigh, Morit had put a
war began.
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Students Struggle With The Common Cold
By Bryant Morris
HOYA Staff Writer
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Satan

Ski Massanutten after 12:30 p.m. on Monday and Friday and
you'll receive some money-saving financial assistance. Show
us your valid college ID—full or part time —and purchase your
lift ticket for just $12 and rent your equipment for $10.
Bring us this ad and we'll aid you even more with an
additional $2 off your lift ticket.
So find some friends, tear out this ad and come to
Massanutten on Monday or Friday. You'll enjoy the best twilight skiing value in the area when you ski our two new slopes
and ride our new *‘Quad’’ chairlift for just $10.

free advertising.

MASSANUTTE

Test Preparation For:

LSAT, GMAT, MCAT, GRE + MORE!

10 Miles East of Harrisonburg,Virginia on Route 33

There’s still time to prepare for the February LSAT!
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JULIAN SANDS AS THE WARLOCK IS PURE EVIL.”

Brooks International, Inc.

39 Sea birds

DD

RC

36 Praises
37 Festival

Psychotherapy Office
available
in Chevy
Chase, Md. Near Friend.
heights Metro Stop. On
12th
floor
of
Med.
Building. Infurnished, 2
room suite w/reception
area Block time or by
day. (301) 652-6588.

Dahlgren Chapel:
Mass:

8:00 a.m.

TT

i

>

Gm

12:15 p.m.
10:00 p.m.
11:15 p.m.
Evening Prayer: 5:15 p.m.
Copley Crypt of the North American Martyrs:
Mass: 11:00 p.m.
Protestant Worship:

Ashes will be imposed as a sign of personal penitence at each of the above scheduled liturgies.

La

ZETTAI,

TT

ETNA

St. William Chapel (Copley, 1st Fl.):
7:00 p.m.

£2 STANDBY!

Her husband.
Transatlantic travel on QE2 is
irresistible QE2

truly an incomparable experience. And now, with Cunard's

standby fares, you can sail five glorious days and

nights to or from

England, and fly the other way free!

a

May through December, fares of only $1,149 or $1,249 include a berth in a minimum-grade
room for two, plus a one-way British Airways’ economy-class ticket between London and

a

New York, Washington, Philadelphia, Boston, Miami, or Chicago. Or book QE2 alone—just
$999 on standby. Confirmation will be given four (4) weeks prior to sailing. For details, see

a

your travel agent or Cunard. For a free brochure or $8.95 QE2 videotape depicting
shipboard life, call 1-800-352-3800.

1991 QE2 Sailings:

A

restrictions apply; taxes extra. © 1991 Cunard. Registry: QE2—Great Britain.

sc

en ——

—————

To Europe: 5/18, 6/10, 6/21, 7/9, 7/29, 8/12, 8/22, 9/11, 9/26,
10/6, 11/3, 11/26.
From Europe: 5/3, 6/1, 6/16, 6/29, 7/24, 8/3, 8/17, 9/6, 9/16, 10/1,
10/21, 11/10, 12/16.
This offer is subject to withdrawal without notice and may

Ck

She is a stranger in a small town,
NIT PTT BE) TR
Her looks. Her life,
| RTO
TR TO
dangerous man she's ever met,

&

not be combined

CUNARD
SINCE 1840

with any other offer. Length-of-stay and air
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Blue Demons Stuff GU, 72-63

=m

By Gene Wang

said Booth, who finished with a

game-high 22 points to go along
with five rebounds and two assists. “It’s a good win for the program because we didn’t start out
that well this year.”
The Blue Demons’ (12-7) dormant first-half offense awoke at
the outset of the second period, as
DePaul erased a 30-24 halftime
deficit at 15:13 on a jumper by
center Jeff Stern, tying it at 34.
The Blue Demons proceeded to
pull away on the strength of a
14-3,

Jim Mangan/THE HOYA

Dikembe Motumbo had 22 points in a losing effort against DePaul.

In Your Face

run

in which

Booth

con-

tributed eight points.
“Booth has the ability to make
the kind of play to change the
momentum,” Hoyas Coach John
Thompson said. “I thought their
guards did a great job controlling
the tempo. We went through a
mental haze at the wrong time.”
DePaul’s Melvon Foster ignited
the Blue Demons’ sprint with a
jumper at 14:48 followed by a
Booth leaner to make it 38-34.
Georgetown’s Ronny Thompson
tallied his only points of the game
on a three-pointer at 13:49 to slice
DePaul’s lead to one before
. Foster’s steal and jumper made it
40-37. Foster finished with six
points, eight rebounds and four

Georgetown
VS.

RECORDS:

. . . swated over Mourning head.

Alonzo’s jump hook over DePaul’s Jeff Stern...

NCAA

£60
nn

Hoyas (13-6, 5-3 in

the Big East); Friars (13-7, 4-5 in
the Big East).
TV: ESPN, 7:00 p.m.
Providence
Leaders
GP
Murdock
20
Bragg
20
McDonald 17
Simpkins 20
Saddler
17

FGPct
50.0
64.2
39.7
47.9
484

Reb.Ave
5.0
8.0
20
20
75

Ave. Pts.
28.9
11.3
94
8.1
6.8

Forbes
Watts

13
20

434
344

2.3
16

6.5
6.5

Floyd

15

4441

1.3

5.6

18
16 20

324
56.3
30.3

2.0
3.6
3.7

4.8
3.9
35

27

Tumer
Brown
Campbell

Western
15
Georgetown
Leaders
GP
Mutombo 19
Harrison
19

354

1.3

FGPct
58.7
36.7

Reb.Ave Ave. Pts.
12.1
16.5
26
12.7

Churchwell 19

459

56

9.8

10
19
19

54.7
356
34.9

71
45
25

16.3
83
45

Thompson

19

34.1

1.7

3.5

Kelly

19

319

19

29

Mouming
Brown
Morgan

Jim Mungan/THE HOYA
Alonzo Mourning crushes Steven Howard on his way to the hoop.

Big East Standings
assists.
“DePaul is a good team, and they
played a little bit harder [than we
did],” said Georgetown’s Dikembe
Mutombo, who scored 22 points and
had eight rebounds.
After a Joe Daughrity field goal
gave DePaul a 42-37 cushion, the
Blue Demons’ lead ballooned to 4837 on three consecutive Booth
jumpers during which he chalked up
one of his game-high four steals. The
Hoyas finally ended a four-minuie
scoring drought on a Charles Harrison jumper to make it 48-39.
“[DePaul] was much more in control in the sccond half than in the

Syracuse
St. John’s
Georgetown
Seton Hall
Pittsburgh
Providence
Villanova
Connecticut
Boston College

WwW
7
7
5
S
4
4
4
4
1

L
3
3
3
5
4
5
5
6
7

PCT.
.700
.700
625
.500
.500
444
Ad4
400
125

Blue Demons raced out to their biggest lead of the afternoon, 64-50, on

the strength of Stephen Howard’s
perfect free throw shooting. Down

Harrison finished with nine points

the stretch, Howard was six-for-six

* but shot a miserable 3-for-15 from

from the charity stripe. He finished
with eight points.
“We didn’t come out here to look

the field while giving up a game-high
six turnovers. Georgetown’s backcourt duo of Joey Brown and Harrison combined for 10 turnovers,
which allowed the Blue Demons to
convert uncontested: transition
layups.

Jim Mangan/THE HOYA
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DATA: The Hoyas will play host
to the Friars Wednesday at Capital Centre. This is the second
matchup of the season between
20th-ranked Georgetown and
Providence who is sixth in the Big
East. The Friars won the first contest 72-69 at Providence on Jan.
8.

first,” Harrison said.

Ji Mangan/THE HOYA

1

Providence

mL

on a dazzling assortment of con-

torted layins and jumpers, were
just the remedy DePaul needed
after a lackluster first half to send
No. 20 Georgetown (13-6) reeling, 72-63, Sunday before 12,378
at Capital Centre.
In victory, Booth hesitated to
trumpet his own cause.
“This is definitely a tcam win .
.. because everyone contributed,”

PREVIEW

a

David Booth’s second-half
heroics, which included 18 points

a

HOYA Staff Writer

good,”

said

DePaul

Coach

Joey

Meyer referring to DePaul’s offensive game. “We came out here to win.
That was our most important focus.”

“I think the effort was there, but we

The Demons began a 12-3 run at

just have to [play] a little harder,”
said Brown. Brown said the team
was ready to face a nonconference
team in the middle of the season. ‘I
don’t think this was a hard game to
play.”
Georgetown’s second-half woes
continued late in the period as the

6:04 with DePaul ahead, 52-47. After
an officials’ timeout, Booth went
back to work, scoring on a lean-in,

half-hook to make it 54-47. Howard
then notched his only field goal of the
game to give the Blue Demons a
nine-point advantage before he was
fouled by Alonzo Mourning. After

Overall
19-3
16-3 .
13-6
13-6
15-7
13-7
11-9
13-7
10-10

PCT.
.864
.842
.662
.662
.682
.650
550
.650
.500

Next Opp.
Notre Dame
Nova
Providence
Pittsburgh
Seton Hall
Georgetown
St. John’s
BC
UConn

Howard sank both foul shots, Mourning fouled him again. And again
Howard converted to make it 60-49.
“We’re obviously disappointed
that we lost,” said Mourning, who
scored 11 first-half points. “But we
learn from the experience and go on
to the next game. We have a big
conference game coming up against
Providence,

and

we

have

to be

ready.”
Mourning tallied 18 points and five
rebounds for the game, hardly comparable to his 26 point, 14 rebound
effort last year in Georgetown’s 7464 victory at DePaul’s homecourt,
the Rosemont Horizon.
Though the Hoyas jumped out to a
seemingly insurmountable 20-8 lead
at 10:09 of the first half, DePaul’s

full-court press gradually took its toll
See DEPAUL,

p. 9

Women’s Bastetboll

Convention

Rienzo Criticizes New Rules
Adopted At NCAA Meeting

Hoyas Fall To
No. 18 UConn

Committee Mandates Fewer Scholarships, Coaches

End 3-Game Winning Streak

By Chris Miller

HOYA Staff Writer
The recent NCAA Convention, which passed
legislation designed to de-emphasize the role of
athletics at academic

institutions, drew criticism

last week from Georgetown Athletic Director
Frank Rienzo.
The convention, which pitted various collegiate
athletic committees against a host of athletic directors nationwide, sought to combat intercollegiate
athletics’ many problems, especially those that affect sports earning large sums of money like
Division I-A football and basketball.
Many of the measures passed were intended to
give athletes more opportunity to concentrate on
academics. For instance, seasons will be shorter,
time limits will be placed on the number of practice
hours and athletic dorms or wings will be gradually
phased out.
The convention also passed legislation that would
curtail athletic department budgets. In addition, the
school representatives voted to reduce the size of
coaching staffs and the number of scholarships
allowed for athletes.
: During the convention, NCAA officials attempted
to make athletic programs uniform so that all
schools would operate under the same rules and

emphasize the same sports according to Reinzo.
The athletic director said in an interview last week
that those changes were an attempt to “[restructure]
NCAA athletics to fit somebody’s perfect model
with the assumption that everyone is operating on
an even playing field. There are 890 different institutions, and somehow [the NCAA is] trying to
come up with [one] solution.”
The across-the-board measures do not take into
consideration the athletic diversity of particular
schools, according to Rienzo. Rienzo said that just
as certain institutions emphasize certain academic
disciplines, others try to emphasize certain sports.

By Ariane Thomas and
Mikkel Jessen-Petersen

HOYA Staff Writers

With a three-game winning streak and a convincing 80-72
victory over Pittsburgh behind it, the women’s basketball
team set out on a three-game road trip confident that its new
system of fast-paced play and defensive pressure was beginning to make a difference. But a disappointing 81-51 loss to
Connecticut Saturday demonstrated that even an improved
team can have its off days.
“The team doesn’t have a problem, they just didn’t play
well today,” said Head Coach Pat Knapp. “It was a tough day
for some of our top players... But Connecticut is the best team
in our league, and they deserve credit for playing a strong
defensive game,” he said.
The Huskies, ranked 18th in the nation and No. 1 in the Big

The new rules, however, try to homogenize athletic

departments, he said.
‘
Rienzo said that the rule changes should “consider
geography, institutional tradition and resources.
The NCAA is trying to ignore all of those things.
They’re promoting across the board mediocrity,”
he added.
The new rules create competition artificially by
forcing schools to implement programs for the sake
of geographical parity, Rienzo said. Rienzo said
this measure would lower the overall level of competition.
Rienzo said he did not think the changes would
have any great effect on Georgetown or on other
See NCAA, p. 9

East, were not dominant in the first half. Thirteen minutes into

the game the teams were deadlocked at 24. However, a 15-6
run by UConn during the last seven minutes of the half sent
the Hoyas (9-9, 4-6 in the Big East) into the locker room down
by nine, 39-30, as the half-time whistle blew.

In the second half, the Hoyas struggled to narrow the margin
but came up empty, as the Huskies outscored Georgetown
29-9 in the last 13 minutes of play. The Huskies, who boast
the longest winning streak in the nation at 14, shot 59 percent
Jim Meagan/THE HOYA

The women’s basketball team fell to UConn Saturday.

See WOMEN, p.8

